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Millions of fluorescent lamps are used annually in commercial,
institutional, industrial, and residential lighting. In fact, for nearly
a decade fluorescent lamps .have produced more than half of the
electric light used in the United States. The main reasons for the
popularity and wide application of fluorescent lamps are these:
O High efficiency in producing light, resulting in lower lighting

costs.
O Long lamp life and ease of maintenance.
O Relatively low surface brightness and heat content for visual

and thermal comfort.
OWide choice of sizes, shapes, and colors.

Fluorescent lamps were first introduced commercially by
General Electric in 1938. Four sizes of 75,2O, and 30 watts were
made available in daylight and white phosphors plus several
saturated colors. Prior to that time, a number of laboratory
models had created interest and were used by research scientists.
In fact, Thomas Edison devised a fluorescent lamp in 1896, but
it was not a practical device.

From its beginnings in 1938, the fluorescent lamp has under-
gone amazing changes and improvements. Intensive research
work on components, manufacturing methods, and operating sys-
tems continues to make significant advances in fluorescent lighL
ing each year.

Instead of only four sizes of lamps, there are now available
dozens of standard sizes ranging from 6 to 96 inches in length
and consuming from 4 to 215 watts. Many sizes are made for
special-purpose applications. Frorn a beginning with lines of light,
fluorescent lamps are now also made in circular and U-shaped
forms.

Today, fluorescent lamps are available in eight shades of white
light, eight common tints and colors, and several special energ'y
distributions. The most widely used of these are a few of the
white shades. In fact, Cool White represents more than three-
fourths of all General Electric fluorescent lamp shipments.

Improvements in fluorescent lamp light and life have been re-
markable. Since 1950 alone, the 40-watt Cool White fluorescent
Iamp has increased 48/" in initial light output. This has been
coupled with significant improvements in light output through
life, and greatly increased average life as well.

Significant changes have been made over the years in the cir-
cuits which operate fluorescent lamps, too. The first fluorescent
lamps used bulky and relatively complicated auxiliary equipment
- ballasts and starters. Modern ballasts are smaller, lighter, and
more reliable. For the newer types of lamps the number of auxi-
liary parts has also been reduced.

This record of constant development and improvement is largely
responsible for the remarkable growth curve shown at the upper
left. The prospect for future developments is still bright, so the
curve can be expected to continue to climb.
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Fluorescent Lamp Parts
Basically, a fluorescent lamp is made up of the

following components: 1. A glass tube, or bulb,
internally coated with fluorescent material called
phosphors. 2. Electrodes supported by a glass
mount structure, and sealed at the ends of the
tube. 3. A filling gas to aid starting and operation
- usually argon, or argon with neon. 4. A small
amount of mercury which vaporizes during lamp
operation. 5. A base cemented on each end of the
tube to connect the lamp to the lighting circuit.

In order to produce fluorescent lamps of high
light output, long life, and good maintenance of
light output through life, careful control must be
maintained over the selection, purity and assembly
of all the components of the lamps. Some of the
principal characteristics and requirements on the
components are these:

Cathodes: Cathodes provide terminals for the
arc and a source of electrons for lamp current.
In some lamps they function alternately as cathodes
and anodes, but are commonly called cathodes.
In other lamp designs, separate anodes are used
because they best fit lamp design requirements.
Plate anodes in High Output lamps and wire anodes
in Power Groove@ lamps are used to reduce the
wattage loss at the lamp ends. Cathodes are usually
made of coil-coiled, triple-coiled, or stick-coiled
tungsten, like an ordinary lamp filament, except
coils are filled with alkaline-earth oxides. These
oxides emit electrons more freely, thus minimizing
losses and keeping efficiency high.

Tube: Acts as airtight enclosure for the mer-
cury, the filling gas, the cathodes, and the phosphor
coating. Glass must be free of structural defects
and cleaned before lamp assembly.

Bases; Connect the lamp to the electric cir-
cuit, and support the lamp. Lamps for preheat and
rapid start circuits use two contacts on each end
of the lamp. The bipin base is used on all preheat
and many rapid start lamps. Some rapid start type
lamps, such as high output and Power Groove@
lamps, used recessed double-contact bases because
of the higher ballast voltage required with lamps
Ionger than 4 feet. Instant start lamps require
only one electrical contact on each end of the lamp;
thus the single-pin base is most commonly used.
Some instant start lamps use bipin bases with the
two contacts connected together inside the lamps.

Mercury Vapor: Droplets of liquid mercury are
placed in the fluorescent tube during manufacture.
During lamp operation, the mercury vaporizes to
a very low pressure (about 1i 100,000th of atmos-
pheric pressure), At this pressure, the current
through the vapor causes the vapor to radiate
energy most strongly a! -_one specific wavelength
in the ultraviolet region (253.7 lanometers). Higher
mercury pressures tend to reduce the produCtion
of this ultraviolet line. The mercury pressure during
operation is regulated by the temperature of the
bulb wall.

Mount Structures: Close off ends of the tube
and support each cathode. Wires leading from base
are sealed off here. These wires are made of special
metal, called Dumet wire, which has virtually the
same coefficient of expansion as glass. The mount
structure also includes a long glass exhaust tube;
during manufacture, air is pumped out of the btrlb,
and the lilling gas and mercury are inserted. The
exhaust tube is then cut and sealed off so that it
fits inside the base.

Filling Gas: Besides mercury, the tube also
contains a small quantity of a highly purified rare \*,/
gas. Argon and argon-neon are most common, but
sometimes krypton is used. The filling gases ionize
readily when sufficient voltage is applied a.cross
the lamp. The ionized filling gas quickly decreases
in resistance allowing current to flow and the mer-
cury to vaporize.

\*li
Phosphor Coating: Transforms 2bB. Z-nano-

meter radiation into visible lieht. The fluorescent
lamp gets its name from the fait that the phosphor
coating fluoresces. The chemical make-ub of the I

phosphor determines the color of the light pioduced. 
I

Phosphor particles in fluorescent coatings are ex- j
tremely small - approximatelv 0.0007 inch in dia- \//
meter. Careful control of pho-sphor particle size is
necessary to obtain high lamp efficiency.
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Fluorescence is defined as "the property of a
material to become self-luminous when acted upon
by radiant energy, such as ultraviolet or X-rays."
This definition pinpoints the two essential elements
required in a fluorescent lamp: 1. A source of
radiant energ'y. 2. A material that will fluoresce.

Many natural and synthetic materials exhibit
fluorescence. In fluorescent lamps, the fluorescent
powder is applied to the inner surface of the bulb,
which is usually tubular in shape. The selection of
the phosphors and additives, called activators,
determines the characteristics of the emitted radia-
tion, e.g. ultraviolet, colored light, or various shades
of white light.

The source of radiant energy to act upon the
fluorescent material is an electric arc which passes
through mercury vapor within the glass bulb (or
tube as it is often called). A fluorescent lamp starts
when the voltage difference between the cathodes
is sufficient to strike an arc in the filling gas. As
the arc current passes through the vapor, it causeb
changes in the energy levels of electrons in the
individual mercury ions. As the electrons change

levels, energ'y is released in the form of several
wavelengths of visible and ultraviolet energy. This
energ'y is radiated to the tube wall, where some of
it causes the fluorescent material to fluoresce and
emit light. Less voltage is needed to strike the arc
ifthe cathodes are heated.

In preheat circuits, current is permitted to pass
through the cathodes for several seconds before
voltage is applied between the cathodes. This volL
age is supplied by the ballast (more on ballasts on
Page 15). During operation the cathode temperature
is maintained by the arc.

In instant start lamp circuits, sufficient voltage
is applied to strike the arc without preheating the
cathodes. Preheat and rapid start Iamps could be
started in this manner by simply applying sufficient
voltage, but life would be reduced drastically be-
cause the cathodes sputter emissive material. In-
stant start lamps have cathodes specially designed
to withstand starting while cold. After starting,
the cathodes in instant start lamps are heated
by the arc.

The rapid start circuit is utilized in all of the im-
portant new fluorescent developments. The rapid
start circuit combines the features of the preheat
and instant start circuits. Separate windings in the
ballast heat the cathodes continuously; the lamps
start almost instantly after the switch is turned on,
but less voltage is required for starting than with
instant starb lamps of comparable length. Result:
The annoying time delay of preheat systems is
essentially eliminated and rapid start ballasts are
Iess expensive, smaller, and have lower losses than
if instant start circuits were used for similar lamps.
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The inside of a fluorescent lamp is coated with
a mixture of phosphors. Many compounds fluoresce
when exposed to ultraviolet radiation, but for max-
imum efficiency the phosphors used should have
maximum response near 253.7 nanometers because
this is the wavelength most efficiently generated
by the mercury arc.

Phosphors for use in fluorescent lamps have been
selected with maximum sensitivity as near 253.7
nanometers as possible. The range 250-260 nano-
meters is considered ideal. The most commonly
used phosphors (see table below) have their peak
sensitivity very near this ideal range.

Calcium halophosphate is the basic phosphor
used in white fluorescent lamps. Although the maxi-
mum sensitivity of calcium halophosphate occurs
at 250 nanometers, this material is also highty
responsive bo 2i3.7-nanometer radiation. The maxi-
mum sensitivity of magnesium tungstate, which pro
duces bluish-white [ght, occurs at about 285 nano
meters; energ"y at 253.7 nanometers yields only

Several sizes of fluorescent lamps are available
with an internal white reflector on part of the inner
surface to provide built-in light control. The unre-
flectorized portion of the tube is called "the win-
dow." Candlepower in the direction of the window
is significantly increased; however, total light out-
put is reduced. Except in applications with special
requirements, regular lamps with an efficient fix-
ture will usually provide better performance. For
certain applications, special fluorescent lamps are
made with both the reflector and the phosphor
coating removed from the window aperture.

about 8olo as much light as the same amount of
energ'y at 285 nanometers.

Suitable phosphors are available to produce a
variety of shades of white and a number of colors
of light. For some saturated colors, red, gold and
deep blue, a pigment is applied to the tube before
the phosphor coating.

CONVERSION TABLE FOR FREOUENTLY
USEO WAVELENGTH UNITS

NOTE: current engineering practice favors the use of the units shown for
dimensions. Some older terms superseded by this practice are: micron
(equivalent to micrometer); millimicron (equivalent to nanometer); and
Angstrom unit (equivalent to 1 / 10 of a nanometer).

Re{lector Fluorescent

class

(
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FLUORESCENT CHEM IGALS

*nanometers

DIRECTIONAL FLUORESCENT LAMPS
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Unit Equals Exponenti
Notation

al

L millimeter(mm)

I micrometer(pm)

L nanometer (nm)

one thousandth of a meter

one millionth of a meter

one billionth of a meter

10-3

10-6

10-s

Phosphor
Lamp
Color

Exciting*
Range

Sensitivity
Pea k*

Emitted
Ra ngex

Emitted
Peak*

Barium Silicate

Barium - Strontium -
Magnesium Silicate

Cadmium Borate

Calcium Halophosphate

Calcium Silicate

Calcium Tungstate

Magnesium Tungstate

Strontium Halophosphate

Strontium Ortho Phosphate

Zinc Silicate

Black Light

Black Light

Pink

White

Orange

Blue

Blue-White

Greenish-blue

Orange

Green

180-280

180-280
220-360
180-320
220-300
220-300
220-320
180-300
180-320

220-296

20Q-240

200-250
250
250
253.7

272

285
230
2LO

253.7

310-400

310-450
520-750
350-750
500-720
310-700
360-720
400-700
450-750
460-640

346

360
615

580

610
440
480

500

610

525

reflector



Fluorescent Lamp Spectral
The relative energy output of various types of

40-watt fluorescent lamps is shown. The smooth
curves represent only the light resulting from phos-
phor excitation. Some visible light is generated
directly by the mercury arc, and the bars added
to the top of each curve show where this energy
is concentrated.

Appearance of the light source alone does not
indicate how colors will look when lighted by it. It
is possible to make a light source that looks white
itself, and makes white surfaces and objects look
white, but renders colors poorly. Since their intro-
duction, fluorescent lamps have been greatly im-
proved in color rendition. After many years of re-
search on phosphors, a line of white fluorescent
lamps evolved that meets nearly all needs for white
light. This line consists of the eight lamp types
represented by the curves on this spread.

Fluorescent lamp color choice takes into account
three elements important in lighting effects: 1.

Luminous efficacy (lumens output per watt input),
2. Color rendition; 3. Whiteness. The choice among
fluorescent "whites" always involves a compromise
among these three items. Obtaining best color ren-
dition necessitates reduction in efficacy. Choice of
whiteness affects both eflicacy and color rendition
for most applications.

Cool White, Warm White, White, and Daylight
Iamps are designed for highest efficacy consistent
with acceptable color rendition for most appli-
cations. These lamps are relatively weak in red
rendition.

Deluxe Cool White and Deluxe Warm White lamps
are designed to give colored materials and com-
plexions the most natural and complimentary
appearance, at reasonable efficacy. In these lamps,
the spectrum is given better balance by the addi
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tion of red light to the output. The human eye is
less efficient in response to red energy, which con-
stitutes a higher proportion of the energy from
Deluxe lamps; thus luminous efficacy is reduced.
Deluxe lamps give about 30fr less light than the
standard lamps, but the difference usually does
not appear so great because of the increased vivid-
ness of colors. Soft White Natural is used where
there is a desire for light rich in red and having
an overall pinkish cast. Sign White is designed for
plastic signs and other applications where a cool,
"crisp" white light with good color rendition is
desired. It is between Cool White and Daylight in
whiteness and provides better color rendition than
either.

Plant-Light lamps yield greater red and blue
light, enriching plants and flowers by accenting
blossoms and green foliage.
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Glasses ol Fluorescent Lamps
Preheat Lamps
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Early fluorescent systems were all of the preheat
type, requiring separate starters. Several seconds
of heating time were necessary between the time
current to the lamp was turned ON and the time
the lamp lighted. Sometimes called general line
lamps, the preheat fluorescent types all have bipin
bases. Some rapid start lamps and a few of the in-
stant start types are manufactured with bipin
bases, also. Sizes of preheat lamps range from 4 to
100 watts, in lengths from 6 inches to 5 feet. The
4O-watt size is the most widely used of the preheat
types.

The cathodes of the preheat lamp are preheated
to emit electrons before the arc strikes; this is
where the name "preheat" comes from. This type
of lamp operation is also referred to as switch-start
or starter-start.

The preheating process requires a few seconds.
It is usually accomplished by an automatic starter
which applies current to the cathodes of the lamp
for sufficient time to heat them, and then auto-
matically removes the current from the cathodes
causing the voltage to be applied between

lnstant Start Lamps
To overcome the slow starting of the preheat

system, General Electric introduced instant start
lamps in 1944.

In addition to starting as soon as current to the
lamp is turned on, instant start lamps also
eliminate the need for starters, and thus simplify
the lighting system and maintenance.

In instant start lamps, sufficient voltage is
applied between the cathodes to break down the
resistance of the lamp and strike the arc. The arc
quickly heats up the fine wire cathodes, which then
supply electrons to sustain the arc.

With the instant start system also came the in-
troduction of lamps up to 8 feet long. Because no
preheating is required with instant start lamps,
only a single pin on each end of the lamp is re-
quired. Lamps with single-pin bases are called
"slimline" lamps. A few instant start lamps use
bipin bases; however, the lead wires from the pins
are connected together inside the lamp. To .

eliminate the possibility of mistaking these lamps

the cathodes - and striking the arc. In some pre-
heat systems, such as typical fluorescent desk
lights, the preheating is accomplished by pushing
a manual start button. This button is held down
for a few seconds. During this time, the cathodes
heat. When the button is released, the arc strikes.
Preheat lamps are usually identified by wattage,
bulb diameter (in eighths of an inch), and color.
Thus a lamp marked F15T8/CW is a L5-watt, 1-in.
diameter, Cool White fluorescent lamp. With pre-
heat lamps designed for appliance service, wattage
varies widely depending on the ballast. These
lamps are identified by length instead of wattage.
For example, F26"T8 for a lamp 26 inches long,
1-in. diameter.

Ballasts are available to operate certain preheat
lamps without using starters. These ballasts use
the rapid start principle of starting and operation.
They are designed around the characteristics of
the preheat lamps involved. These ballasts are
popularly called "trigger start" ballasts. Full rated
lamp life will be obtained with these rapid start
ballasts if they are designed to meet published
specifications.

as preheat lamps, the lamps are marked "instant
start." Instant start lamps with bipin bases can-
not be used in preheat or rapid start'circuits and
vice versa,

Since slimline lamps can be operated at more
than one current and wattage, they are identified
by lamp length. The number following the F in the
designation is the nominal lamp length in inches,
rather than the lamp wattage as with most pre-
heat lamps. For instance, a lamp marked
F96T12/WW is a 96-in. long, l/2-in. diameter,
Warm White fluorescent lamp. The lamp is identi-
fied as a slimline lamp by the fact that it has a
single-pin base on each end. Instant start lamps
with bipin bases are identified by the letters IS
at the end of the designation. With these lamps,
the number following the F in the designation is
the lamp wattage. For example, the identification
F4OTLTlCW/IS means that the lamp is a 4O-watt,
21/a-in. diameter, Cool White, instant start lamp.
It has a bipin base.
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Rapid Start Lamps
The rapid start principle is the most recent basic

development in fluorescent types. Introduced by
General Electric in 1952 in the 40-watt size, rapid
start lamps start quickly without starters. Rapid
start ballasts are smallel and more efficient than
instant start ballasts for the same wattage lamp.
Lamps in rapid start circuits start almost as
quickly as instant start lamps, and in a much
shorter time than the older preheat lamps.

The rapid start principle utilizes low resistance
cathodes which can be heated continuously with
very low losses. Today, rapid start systems are
the most popular and important fluorescent lighting
systems in new installations. The rapid start prin-
ciple also extends the use of fluorescent lamps
into applications that were previously not possible

- dimming and flashing.
tr'or many years, General Electric made two 40-

watt T12 lamps, either of which could be operated
on rapid-start or preheat-start circuits. With ad-
vances in technology, both lamps achieved long life
on either circuit. The regular lamp produced the
highest output and lowest overall cost-of-light, while
the alternate lamp produced slightly lower output
but consumed less wattage.

Today's GE F40 Mainlighter* combines the ad-
vantages of both into a single lamp and gives more
light and longer life at a lower operating cost than
ever before possible in a single Standard 40-watt
fluorescent. The Mainlighter can be used in rapld-
start and preheat-start circuits.

The F40 Staybright* solves end-blackening - one
of fluorescent lighting's oldest problems. An exclu-
sive electrode design eliminates end-blackening per-
mitting higher initial light output and better life-
time lumen maintenance. Both the Mainlighter and
the Staybright are available in a variety of
white colors.

Circline lamps are now of the rapid start design.
These lamps also work satisfactorily in former pre
heat and trigger start systems. The high output
circline lamp is designed for high current operation
and uses a base which permits the connector to
be approved for outdoor applications.

The rapid start principle provided the opportunity
to increase fluorescent lamp loading with good sys-
tem efficiency beyond the level of about 10 watts
per foot, which is achieved at lamp current of 430
ma. Previously this was not practical due to the
size, cost, and losses in the ballast.

The high output lamp was the first higher current
rapid start lamp. High output lamps usually operate
at 800 ma, an energ'y loading of about 14 watts per
foot. At 800 ma these lamps produce about 45/o
more light than slimline lamps of corresponding
physical size. For street lighting applications, high
output lamps usually operate at 1000 ma to prG
vide high light output at colder temperatures. High
output lamps are identified by lamp length, bulb
diameter, color, and HO (e.9., F96T12/CWX/HO).

Power Groove lamps also operate on the rapid
start principle. Operating at 1500 ma, they are
loaded to approximately 25 watts per foot. The
unique bulb shape of the Power Groove lamp per-
mits the higher loading without the use of special
filling gases which can reduce life. The grooved
bulb places a large portion of the phosphor near
the arc to minimize internal losses. The double
grooves actually increase the length of the arc 1

foot in an 8-foot lamp. Two of the grooves - one
on each side near the center - are shaped to oper-
ate cooler than the rest of the lamp to keep the
internal mercury pressure near the point for maxi-
mum output. The Power Groove lamp provides
the highest light output of any fluorescent lamp
available today. Power Groove lamps are identified
by lamp length, bulb designation and color
(e.g., F96PGl7 ICW).

All-Weather fluorescent lamps are rapid start
lamps which also operate at 1500 ma. These lamps
are designed to provide best performance in specific
applications under low temperature conditions. See

Page 19.
Newest in the General Electric line of rapid-start

fluorescent lamps is the 40-watt Mod-U-Line*
fluorescent lamp.t Blending compact, U-shape de-
sign with mgged construction, this lamp satisfies
growing architectural demands for compact lighting
fixtures in today's modular building design. Leg
spacing of 35/a inches permits two or three lamps
per 2-foot by 2-foot fixture, achieving flexible
illumination levels while maintaining uniform bright-
ness distribution. Using standard cost-comparing
methods, two 4O-watt Mod-U-Line lamps yield more
light at 30 percent lower cost per footcandle than
four 20-watt fluorescent lamps. F\rrther savings are
realized because all wiring and lampholders are
at one end of the fixture reducing the number of
system parts.
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* Trademark of General Electric Company

t ltade in West Germany
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Fluorescent Lafftp Systems

Preheat Gircuits
The components of a preheat fluorescent lamp

system include a ballast, starter, starter socket,
lamp and lampholders. When power is first applied
to the circuit, the starter switch is closed and the
lamp cathodes are connected in series with the
ballast. The current which flows preheats the lamp
cathodes. After sufficient preheat time elapses the
starter switch is opened. This causes a high
transient voltage between the cathodes which is
su-fficient to start the lamp.

Preheating is used to help ionize gases in the
tube, reducing the voltage required to strike the
arc. While it is possible to start a preheat Iamp
without cathode heating by simply applying suffi-
cient voltage, ballasts would be larger and more
expensive and lamp life would be short because
the cathodes sputter each time the lamp starts.

The starber switch may be manual, as shown in
Circuit 1, or automatic. The manual starter is often
used with small desk lamps. Three types of common
automatic starters are described below.

Circuit No. I uses only o choke to limit lomp .curreni.
Two other represenlotive preheol circuits (No. 2 ond 3)
ore shown oi right; these circuits use ouiolronsformers
lo limil current ond increose voltcge. The ccpocitor ocross
the line in Circuit No. 2 corrects lhe power foclor, ln
Circuit No. 3, o leod-log syslem, lhe lomp circuit con-
irolled by lhe copocitor hcs o leoding power foclor
while the lomp circuit controlled by the induclor hos o
logging power foclor, Together the fwo circuits result
is essentiolly unily power foctor.

Ballast

Circuit 1 . Basic preheat circuit

P.F. Capacitor

Lamp

Starter

Lamp

Starter

I
IL---- -----------

Circuit 2. Preheat circuit with autotransformer
to step up voltage and capacitor to correct
power factor

Lag Lamp
I nd uctor

Lead Lamp
Capaci tor Lamp

s
/

Starter
------------J

GLOW-SWITCH STARTER

co}{tAc'I

GLOW-SWITCH STARTERS. On slorting, vol-
loge oi the slorter produces o glow dis-
chorge. Heot from lhe glow dischorge ociu-
oles lhe bimetollic strip, the contocts close,
extinguishing the glow, ond coihode pre-
heoting begins. When lhe bimetol cools
sufficienlly due to the eliminotion of the
glow, the contocts open, ond the lomp
slorts. During operotion, voltoge ocross lhe
storter is too low to produce further glow;
lhe contocts remoin open.

ELEYtlr
STRIP

LI N€

WATCH-DOG* STARTERS. This type o{ slorter
oufomoticolly removes the glow switch from
the circuit if the lomp foils io stori ofler
l5 or 20 seconds. This eliminoles onnoying
lomp blinking, ond conserves the life of
rhe bollosf. A new metql glow switch in
rhe G-E FS-.400 Worch-Dog slorler reduces
inslont-storling lendencies of the 4O-wsti
lomp on leqd circuils. This tends io increqse
lomp life.

*Registered T,M,

Circuit 3. Lead-lag preheat circuit

STRtP5

att!

THERMAL-SWITCH STARIERS. This lype of
storler is useful in operoting condilions
involving low temperolure, direct current,
or widely vorying line volicge. lt hos q
heoting coil in series wilh the bollost ond
lomp. When voltoge is first opplied to the
circuit, preheoling occurs immedioiely since
the thermol switch is closed. The heoting
coil octuotes the bimetqllic strip in the
slorter switch. After suff icieni preheot iime
elopses, the thermol switch opens, ond the
lomp stdrts, During lomp operolion o smoll
omount of energy is consumed by thermol
sloriers.

WATCH DOG STARTEFI

RTSTT

eRGJEcrs THnouGh STARTER
c0$TicT

L0cl(-0u?
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lnstant Start Gircuits
Instant-start systems are composed simply of a

ballast, lamp and lampholders. The ballast contains
a transformer that provides sufficient open-circuit
voltage to attract electrons from the cathodes with-
out preheating. InstanLstart lamps are made with
cathodes specially designed to reduce the loss of
electron-emitting materials caused by this method
of starting. During lamp operation, a few turns of
wire on each cathode become red hot to continue
to provide free electrons efficiently.

Slimline lamps, with single-pin bases, are the
most common instant-start types, although some
bipin-based lamps are designed for this service.
They may be operated at different lamp currents
(and wattages) with appropriately designed bal-
Iasts. T-6 and T-B slimline lamps are usually oper-
ated at 200ma lamp current; the T-12 slimlines
are usually operated at 425ma. Operation at higher
currents usually increases output, while slightly
decreasini4 efficiency. At lower currents, light out.
put is decreased, but efficiency is slightly increased.
A minimum current of about 120ma is necessary
for su-fficient cathode heating to maintain reason-
able lamp life. Systems for continuously varying
current (dimming) are not practical with instant-
start lamps; generally, separate ba.llasts are re-
quired for each level of lamp current desired.

Circuit 4. Basic instant start circurt

Lamp
Capacitor

for pf
Correction

Because slimline lamps require lelatively high
voltages to start, lampholders are designed to re-
duce the hazard to maintenance personnel when
the lamps are removed and installed. This is gen-
erally accomplished by having push-pull lamp-
holders wired in the circuit so that the ballast is
disconnected unless both ends of the lamp or lamps
it serves are properly seated in position.

Circuit 4 shows the basic instant-start circuit,
while Circuit 5 adds the disconnecting lampholder
and power factor correction used in most common
single-lamp circuits. Circuit 6 shows a twolamp
circuit designed to operate the lamps in series.

Originally, twolamp slimline circuits were of the
leadJag [zpe, operating lamps in parallel; one lamp
was connected with a reactance having leading
power factor, and the other with a lagging re-
actance, with the combination having a net high
power factor. Today, most two-lamp slimline bal-
lasts are designed to start the lamps in sequence
a few thousandths of a second apart, and operate
the lamps in series with a combination of reactances
that has a slightly leading high power factor. The
design of series-sequence ballasts has significantly
reduced ballast size, cost and sound level, thus
improving economics and pleasantness of lighting
with instanLstart lamps.

Lamp

Circuit 5. lnstant start circuit showing dis-
connect lampholder

-l

Auxiliary Winding

Secondary Winding

L

x,",
il

last
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

Circuit 6. Typical series instant start circuit

Primary
I

Winding
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Rapid Start Gircuits
Ballasts for rapid start systems have separate

windings to heat the lamp cathodes continuously.
When the circuit is energized, these windings
quickly heat the electrodes, causing sufficient
ionization in the lamp for the arc to strike from
the voltage of the main ballast windings. The im-
mediate heating of the cathodes reduces the voltage
necessary to strike the arc. This reduces ballast
size and losses, and thus improves the efficiency
of the system. The rapid start circuit eliminates
the annoying flicker associated with starting of pre-
heat systems. It also simplifies systemmaintenance
since the starter and its socket are eliminated.

Rapid start circuits are used in the vast majority
of new fluorescent installations today. High output,
Power Groove, circline, All-WeatherrYand the new
panel fluorescent lamps are all designed specifically
to operate in rapid start systems.

All rapid start lamps are coated with Dri-Film@
silicone coating to aid reliable starting under con-
ditions of high humidity.

To assure reliable starting of rapid start lamps,
an external starting aid is needed, except with
the panel fluorescent lamp. This consists of an
electrically grounded metal strip extending essenti-
ally the full length of the lamp. In most cases, the
wiring channel or a reflector is used as the starting
aid. The starting aid should normally be within L

inch of the bulb wall (12 inch for circline). In the
panel fluorescent lamp, the starting aid is applied
to the back of the lamp during manufacture.

Typical rapid start circuits are shown. Circuit
7 is the simplest; note the tapped windings for
heating the electrodes continuously.

The series circuit (Circuit 8) is the most com-
mon for multiple lamp ballasts. The capacitor
across the top lamp aids in starting the lower
lamp first; the voltage drop across the lower lamp
after starting is very low; this places virtually the
entire ballast voltage across the upper lamp for
reliable starting. With this system, the starting
voltage for both lamps need be only slightly higher
than for one lamp.
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Start
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Ballast
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Circuit 8. Two-lamp series lead circuit
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Circuit 7. Basic rapid start circuit
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r
C The principal function of a ballast is to limit

current to a fluorescent lamp. A ballast also sup-
plies suflicient voltage to start and operate the
lamp. In the case of rapid start circuits, a ballast
supplies voltage to heat the lamp cathodes con-
tinuously.

A fluorescent lamp is an arc discharge device.
The more current in the arc, the lower the resis-
tance becomes. Without a ballast to Iimit current,
the lamp would draw so much current that it would
destroy itself.

An inductive ballast constitutes the most practi-
cal solution to limiting lamp current. The simplest
inductive ballast is a coil, inserted into the circuit
to limit current. This works satisfactorily for lower
wattage lamps. Ilowever, for most fluorescent
lamps in use today, Iine voltage must be increased
to develop sufficient starting voltage. Also, rapid
start circuits require low voltage to heat the elec-

trodes continuously. To meet these requirements,
most ballasts today contain transformers.

The light output, life, and starting reliability of
a fluorescent lamp depend greatly on the design
of the ballast. The United States of America Stand-
ards Institute (USASI) specifies the requirements
which are needed to provide good lamp perfor-
mance. Many ballasts on the market today meet
these specifications and produce excellent service
and good light output from fluorescent lamps. How-
ever, some do not

For these reasons, Certified Ballasts Manufac-
turers (CBM) was organized by a group of bal-
last manufacturers to assure the lighting user of
obtaining ballasts which meet high performance
standards, primarily in the areas of light output,
life, and starting reliability. The CBM requirements
are generally derived from USASI standards. Bal-
lasts which feature CBM certification meet or ex-
ceed minimum specifi cations.

The National Electric Code requires class P bal-
lasts in new indoor installations except for fixtures
using choke ballasts.

The GE Ballast Dept. offers a useful publication
on ballast selection, operation, and installation.
Ask for publication GEA-7325 "What You Need To
Know about Fluorescent Ballasts."

(\

t

BALLAST PARTS
Core and coils form the heart of the ballast

These parts stabilize operation of the lamp. The
coils consist of many turns of insulated copper wire,
wound closely together. The core is made of lami-
nated steel.

Power Capacitor decreases the load on the dis-
tribution system by correcting the power factor.
This minimizes current and allows more lamps to
be installed on a given electrical systern

Radio I nterf erence-Suppressing Capacitor
reduces feedback of radiofrequency energ:y to the
power lines. Without this capacitor, excessive noise
might develop in nearby radios.

Core and
Coil blv

Radio lnterference
Suppressing
Capacitor

Power
Capacitor

Potting Compound (not shown on drawings)
fills the space inside the ballast case, improves heat
dissipatiorl and helps reduce ballast sound.

Leads connect the ballast to the line and lamp.
Color coding identifies functions of the leads.

Thermal Protectors detect excessive temper-
ature which sometimes occurs at the end of ballast
Iife, and permanently de-energizet}l'e ballast. Avail-
able in Bonus Line* models, these protectors re-
move the ballast only when failure is inevitable
and actually in process.

*Trademark
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BALLASTS (Continued)

Because fluorescent lamps are not connected
directly to an electric power line, but are connected
to a ballast, there is no specific voltage associated
with any fluorescent lamp.

A ballast, however, does connect to the electric
power line during operation. Therefore, ballasts
carry specific voltage range ratings. Variable volt-
age conditions are encountered on most lighting cir-
cuits; thus ballasts and lamps must perform satis-
factorily over a reasonable range of circuit voltage.
Line voltage is also a factor in starting reliability.
Therefore, voltage lower than recommended may
cause unsatisfactory starting.

The changes in lamp characteristics with varia-
tions in circuit voltage are given in the accompany-
ing charts. Generally, 1/o variation in line voltage
changes the lumen output only about 1/o.
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In fluorescent lamp systems, except Circline sys-
tems, the lampholders have two functions: 1. Sup-
port the lamp. 2. Electrically connect the lamp to
the system. (In the Circline fluorescent lamps, the
lampholders serve only to bring power to the lamp.)

Many different t5rpes of lampholders are avail-
able to satisfy various mounting requirements.
There are several different types of lampholders
to accommodate each of the different t;ryes of bases
used on fluorescent lamps. It is beyond the scope
of this publication to show all lampholders avail-
able. However, the ones shown above are typical
of the t5rpes available. The more popular types
include tombstone, telescopic, compressible, turret,
and weatherproof lampholders.

Some lampholders are available with a circuiL
interrupting feature. With this type, no voltage is
applied to the pins of the lamp until the lamp is
completely seated in both lampholders. This re-
duces the possibility of shock when the lamp is
being installed.
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l. Fluorescent lamp life is influenced to

a great degree by operating conditions.
For example, operation with frequent
starts shortens life appreciably. On the
other hand, operation with many burn-
ing hours per start lengthens lamp life.
For this reason, lamps have several dif-
ferent life ratings, based on the number
of hours per start.

The curve below shows Per Cent Burn-
outs of fluorescentlamps plotted against
Per Cent Rated Lamp Life. This curve
is valid for all popular fluorescent lamps,
under most operating conditions. Aver-
age life ratings for the various lamps
and operating conditions can be ob-
tained from General Electric fluorescent
lamp data sheets.

LAMP MORTALITY
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Like other types of lamps, fluorescent
lamps depreciate in light output as they
age. The initial light output is variable
from lamp to lamp, and this value may
decrease rapidly during the first 100
hours of operation. The lumen depreci-
ation may amount to as much as lO/,.
For rating purposes, the 100-hour value
is used as the initial value. The curve
below shows typical range offluorescent
Iamp depreciation in light output vs
time. The vast majority of lamp types
depreciate along a line near the upper
limit of the curve. Light depreciation is
not noticeably affected by the number
ofburning hours per start.

LUMEN MAINTENANCE
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Fluorescent lamps, with efficacy ranging up to
75 or 80 lumens per watt, are among the most
efficient commercially available sources of electric
light. In addition to light, several other forms of
energ'y are emitted by fluorescent lamps. Near
ultraviolet radiation accounts for a small part
(0.5%) of the lamp input. About one-third of the
input (35.7/") is infrared energy due, principally,
to the temperature of the lamp's bulb wall. This
is a low-temperature long wavelength form of
energ'y as contrasted with the shorter wavelength,
near infrared energy produced by the higher tem-
perature of tungsten filaments in incandescent

2%

Iamps. The remaining energy (47.8%) is dissipated
by conduction and convection.

Fl.uorescent lamps produce much less radiated
heat per lumen of light than incandescent lamps.
For example, the 4O-watt rapid start fluorescent
lamp radiates about 58/" of its energy as light,
infrared and ultraviolet and produces (as of this
writing) 3200 lumens. In contrast, a 150-watt gen-
eral service incandescent lamp radiates about 80/o
of its energy as light and infrared and produces
2800 lumens. Obviously, the luminous efficacy of
fluorescent lamps is much higher than that of in-
candescent lamps (75 to 80 lumens per watt for
fluorescent, compared with 16 to 22 lumens per
watt for general service incandescent lamps). Thus
fluorescent lamps have a definite advantage when
Iight with low radiant energy content is important.

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Typical Gool White Fluorescent Lamp
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Under the exposed operoting conditionr of
the test, the Tl0J is the only lomp thoi moin-
loins output in sub-freezing conditions. The
other lomps produce sotisfoctory results if
temperoture does not drop below 30 F
(Tl0),40 F (high-ourpur), or 50 F (Power
Groove),

The Tl0 lomp in on enclosed fixture per-
forms much like the Tl0J when oll fixture
openings ore seoled, The effect of lumi-
noire design on output is shown by the
shoded curve which includes severol lyper
of multi-ldmp, enclosed units, designed for
Power Groove lomps. The generol shopes
of lhe curves ore ihe some. Curves shift
right or left depending on the degree of
proleclion provided by the luminoire.

Lamp Characteristics: trach lamp type has
specific operating characteristics. The 150Gma
Power Groove lamp has the highest light output
of any fluorescent type. It is designed with two
special shaped grooves in the center which operate
cooler than the rest of the lamp. These make it
possible to operate the lamp efficiently in typical
indoor ambient temperatures or in enclosed multi-
lamp outdoor luminaires.

The T-10 All-Weather lamp is smaller in diam-
eter; it purposely has no mercury control points,
and operates about 30 degrees hotter than the
Power Groove lamp at the same current rating. The
T-14 jacket of the T-10,J All-Weather lamp protects
the bulb from drafts and it operates warmer than
if it were exposed.

lndoor Operation: For indoor use at normal
room temperatures, Iamps operate most efficiently
in luminaires designed to prevent overheating.
Such designs may include ventilation slots, incor-
poration into the air-handling system of the room,
or localized cooling. Excessive cooling may reduce
output and cause unstable operation.

Outdoor Operation: The problems encounL
ered in using fluorescent lamps outdoors or at low
temperatures indoors fall into two categories:
1. Starting. 2. Operating. Fluorescent lampsbecome
harder to start when cold. "Outdoor" or low-
temperature ballasts compensate for this and are
designed to reliably start lamps down to some
specified temperature, usually 0 F. or -20 F.

Once started, successful operation depends on
how hot the lamp becomes. Each lamp and fixture
combination exhibits approximately the same char-
acteristic light output vs temperatule curve. How-
ever, the temperature at which peak output occurs
depends on the lamp, the luminaire design and the
wind speed and direction. These curves shown were
taken undel specific laboratory conditions, time,
temperature, wind, and luminaire type; changing
any of these conditions changes the curves.
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The light output of any fluorescent lamp depends
on the mercury vapor pressure inside the lamp.
Optimum pressure for maximum light output for
most fluorescent lamps occurs when the coolest spot
on the bulb is about 100 F. Bulb wall temperature
is affected by lamp wattage and bulb diameter, by
the design of the luminaire, and by the ambient
temperature and draft conditions. As the bulb wall
temperature is raised above 100 F., the mercury
vapor pressure within the tube increases and the
light output and lamp wattage slowly drop. At
Iower bulb-wall temperatures, the mercury con-
denses on the tube, pressure drops, and light ouL
put falls sharply. The wattage drops slowly. This
characteristic is common to all fluorescent lamp
designs. With some &foot lamps, the drop in light
output at lower temperatures can be observed as
gradual dimming from the ends to the center of
the tube.

-80 -@ -40 -2000@gutd mrr teuprnalune ABovE AND BELow oprMUM

Light output and waltage of lluorescent ladps va.y as bulb
wall tenperature varles tiom lhe optimum of 100'F.
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Dimming
The light output of rapid start fluorescent lamps

may be adjusted or dimmed by a number of special
circuits. All of these circuits incorporate one essen-
tial principle: The ballast must keep the cathodes
of the lamp energized at the proper voltage regard-
less of the amount the lamp may be dimmed.

Current passing through the lamp or lamps in
the dimming system may be controlled by a number
of methods. The methods used include thyratrons,
silicon-controlled rectiliers and other solid-state de-
vices, variable inductors, autotransformers, satu-
rable core reactors, magnetic amplifiers, etc.

Dimming systems vary widely in performance.
Some systems can dim lamps no lower than 2O/o
of normal full output, while others can dim lamps
as low as 0.21".

The limitations of some dimming systems cause
undesirable operating characteristics toward the
lower end of the dimrning range which should be
expected. Lamps may flicker or go out entirely.
Marked non-uniformity in output from one lamp to
another may be observed. On the other hand, the
better systems produce a wide range of dimming
without exhibiting any of these less desirable per-
formance features.

In most dimming systems, the lamp can be
started at any setting of the dimmer control. How-
ever, in some systems it is necessary to turn the
control to nearly full brightness to start the lamp;
once started, the brightness can again be reduced.

Dimming systems for 40-watt fluorescent lamps
are made commercially by several manufacturers.
Many systems can dim either 3O-watt rapid start
or 4Gwatt lamps with the same ballast. However,
3Gwatt and 4Gwatt lamps should not both be used
on the same dimmer control.

Flashing
The life of fluorescent lamps is seriously reduced

by turning them ON and OFT' frequently when
ordinary ballasts are used. However, it is possible
to flash rapid start type lamps and maintain satis-
factory life by using a special flashing ballast'

Similar to dimming ballasts, the flashing ballasts
heat the lamp cathodes continuously even when
the lamp arc is in the off portion of the flashing
cycle. Flashing is accomplished by
rent to the arc only. One-, two-,
flashing ballasts are available for most high ouL
put lamps. In addition, "Hi-Low" two-levelflashing
ballasts are available for certain lamp lengths.

In addition to the special ballast, a flasher de-
signed for this specific application is also required.
Plastic sign manufacturers utilize flashing fluores-
cent lamps of various colors to create many inter-
esting and attractive advertising effects.
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Any fluorescent lamp may be operated at fre
quencies higher than 60 IIz if proper ballasting is
used. In general, light output and lamp efficiency
increase at higher frequencies; however, some

-' Iamps react more favorably than others. The curves
below show Relative Efficiency plotted against Fre-
quency. The efficiency at 60 IIz is taken as the
100/o value.

The highest gain in efficiency occurs in the 4G
watt lamp. Power Groove lamps do not exhibit
increased efficiency until the frequency exceeds
3000 FIz.

At higher frequencies, ballasts are smaller be-
cause the number of turns and the amount of iron
required in the ballast decrease. This is true be
cause inductive reactance, which is resistance to
the flow of ac current, increases in proportion to
frequency. Thus, operation at higher frequencies
reduces the size, weight, and internal losses of
the ballast.

The primary limitations to high-frequency systems
are the cost and efficiency of the equipment re
quired to convert 6O-Hz power into higher fre-
quencies. Present high-frequency systems usually
use a centralized static-converter power source and
operate at 3000 FIz or higher.

lnverter Ballast
Another completely new field of high-frequency

lighting has been entered with the introduction of
the inverter-ballast. These are compact solid-state
devices which convert low voltage dc to high fre-
quency ac. Their use permits high efficiency, low
brightness fluorescent lighting where formerly only
incandescent was possible. Typical applications are
boats, automobiles, carnpers, hand lanterns, and
portable applications of all kinds. Inverter-ballast
circuitry and components are now available com-
mercially.

High-Frequency

4 {-Y:r"
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Direct Gurrent
Fluorescent lamps are intended primarily for use

on ac circuits; however, operation on dc circuits
is possible with proper auxiliary equipment. For
dc operation, two components make up the bal-
Iasting equipment:

1. A resistor to limit current to the desired value'

2. A choke type ballast to supply an inductive
voltage "kick" for starting the lamp.

When a fluorescent lamp is operated in an ac
circuit, an inductive ballast limits current to the
lamp without consuming an appreciable amount of
power. This is possible because of characteristics
exhibited by inductance in an ac circuit. However,
the resistance ballast used for dc operation con-
sumes about the same amount of power as the
lamp. Therefore, over-all efficiency of fluorescent
lamps operated on dc circuits is much lower than
for operation on ac circuits.

When operated on direct current, the longer
fluorescent lamps have a tendency to become dim
at one end after several hours' operation. This is
caused by the fact that the current flows continu-
ously in one direction, causing the mercury to ac-
cumulate at the negative (cathode) end of the
lamp. A line-reversing switch is often used to re-
verse the electrode functions periodically (every
few hours of operation), thus overcoming the tend-
ency to dim more at one end. Even for the shorter
lamps, which do not exhibit this mercury migra-
tion, a reversing switch is recommended. Reversing
the current flow from time to time evens the wear
in the cathodes, resulting in longer life. A ratchet
relay, which reverses current each time the lamps
are lighted, is a good device for the purpose. Lamp
life ratings are based on ac operation. When lamps
are operated on dc, life may be somewhat reduced.
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Fluorescent lamps are highly reliable in their
operation. IIowever, they have certain unusual
characteristics which may be observed from time
to time.

SPIRALING AND FLICKERING
Early in life, fluorescent lamps occasionally ex-

hibit a condition called spiraling, i.e., the bright-
ness varies from end to end. This condition is often
caused by loose materials being knocked off the
cathode. Normally, this condition disappears after
the lamps have been burned for a few hours.

On 60 -H'z operation, fluorescent lamps all
develop a l2O-Hz fluctuation. Ilowever, this is not
perceptible to the human eye. Sometimes a lamp
flickers at lower frequencies (which is perceptible)
when the lamp is first turned ON or when it is
cooled to too low temperature by a draft. Ordin-
arily, this type of flicker stops when the lamp
warms up.

UNDER AND OVERVOLTAGE
Ballasts are usually designed for operation on

12O-volt circuits. In general, operation is satis-
factorv with voltage as low as 110 volts, or as high
as 125 volts. Similarly, ballasts for 208-volt service
operate satisfactorily from 200 to 215 volts;24O-
volt service from 220 to 250 volts;277-volt service
from 250 to 290 volts; and 480-volt service from
440 to 500 volts.

If the circuit voltage is too high, operating cur-
rent is excessive. This overheats the ballast, and
causes premature ballast failure. If lower than
rated voltage is applied, current may be too low
for satisfactory heating of the cathodes, causing
unreliable or delayed starting, and reduced lamp
life. Curves on Page 16 show how varying line
voltage affects typical lamp characteristics.

STROBOSGOPIG EFFECTS
When a fluorescent lamp is operated on alter-

nating current, the current passes through zero
twice each cycle and reverses in direction. As this
occurs, the light from the lamp dips momentarily
to a low value. On 60-Hz power this occurs 120
times per second. No flicker is visible since the
eye does not respond to a frequency this high.
Ilowever, an interesting phenomenon called
stroboscopic effect may sometimes be observed on
rapidly moving or rotating objects. Instead of a
uniform blur, evenly spaced shadows along the

path of the moving object may be observed. These
occur at the points occupied by the object when
the current in the lamp is passing through zero.

The stroboscopic effect from fluorescent lamps
may occasionally be useful to judge the speed of
an object moving at synchronous or near
synchronous speed. However, fluorescent lamps will
not produce the sharp stroboscopic images obtained
on moving pictures or television or with a special
stroboscopic light made for the purpose. The
characteristic blur of motion is always plainly visi-
ble. There is no danger of mistaking a rotating
objectfor a stationary one.

RADIO INTERFERENCE
Fluorescent lamps produce detectable radio in-

terference on the standard AM broadcast band
(500-1700 kHz). Although radiation can be detected
in the 2-2OO MHz region, interference with broad-
casting services in this frequency range (FM radio,
TV, etc.) is rare.

Most modern radios have built-in antennas.
Moving the radio a short distance away from fluo-
rescent lamps and associated electric supply lines
(see table) is helpful. If the radio cannot be moved,
install an outdoor antenna with shielded or twisted
Iead-in. Also, grounding the radio is often helpful.

Radio noise may also enter the receiver from the
fluorescent lamps through a common power supply
circuit. The wiring supplying the fluorescent lamps
can act as an antenna to broadcast the noise where
non-metallic cable or knob-and-tube wiring is used.
Line fiIters placed in the fluorescent fixtures can
relieve these problems. Such filters are available
from radio parts suppliers.

For special laboratory, military, and industrial
applications, fluorescent fixtures may be equipped
with appropriate metal louvers or conducting glass
lenses. In this way, the radio noise may be almost
completely screened and prevented from leaving
the fixture. Equipped with high quality commercial
Iine filters, such fixtures have tested below the
noise limitations of the most stringent military
specifications.

Recommended Distance from Lamp to AM Radio Antenna

LAMP SIZE DISTANCE (feet)

14, 15, 2o-watt
32-watt circline
3O-watt

4O-watt

90 and l0o-watt; 72 and
96-in. slimline

4
5

6

I
10
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either case, the starter
be replaced.

cathode can be caused by im-
proper contact in the holder,
broken holder, open cathode,
shorted leads in the lamp base,
corroded or dirty base pins or
holder contacts, defective bal-
last, improper wiring, etc. Inex-
pensive testers are available to
check cathode heating voltage
in rapid start circuits.

Lamps started many times
without being operated for rea-
sonable periods of time become
hard to start. This situation can
be corrected by operating hard-
to-start lamps for several hours.

On most two-lamp 4O-watt
ballasts, if one lamp- fails both
go out or are quite dim. The
good lamp is not damaged be-
cause heating current still flows
through the cathodes. At nor-
mal failure, lamps simply fail
to start, and are black at one
or both ends. There usually is
no flashing, spiraling, or bailast
gverheating at the end of lamp
life.

must

n

| \ Although this publication is
not intended to be a service
manual, a few basic trouble-
shooting procedures are worthy
of mention. For more complete
trouble-shooting procedures, see
Maintenance Guide for Fluores-

,^ cent Lighting, General Electric
' \ publication No. 302-5019R. The

following procedures will restore
,,, most systems to operation,

PREHEAT GIRCUITS
Lamp blinks ON and OFF.

Usuallv this is a normal end-of-
life lamp failure. However, if the
lamp has not been in service
long, a number of factors should
be considered as possible
causes. The starter may be de-
fective, and it should be re-
placed. The lamp may be at
fault. Lamp replacement is the
next logical step.

Changing the lamp and starter
may correct the trouble only
temporarily if there is a border-
line cause of the difficulty for
some other reason, Low circuit
voltage, low ballast rating, low
temperature, and cold drafts
can cause difficulty of this
nature. Also, several of these
conditions may be contributing
factors. With twolamp ballasts,
the starter leads from the two
pairs of lampholders may be
criss-crossed. When this hap-
pens, the lamps start promptly
if both starters open at the
same time. However, if one
lamp starts, the other may blink
on and off for a long tirne be-
fore starting, or it may not start
at all.

Lamp makes no starting effort
or starts slowly. Be certain that
the lamp makes proper contact
in the lampholders. The lamp
can be checked by testing it
in another circuit. The starter
may have reached the end of
life; if so, it should be replaced.
Also, the ballast may be open-
circuited.

Ends of lamp remain lighted.
In a new installation, the cir-
cuit mav be wired incorrectlv.
If the ifistallation has been in
operation, the trouble maY be
a shorted capacitor in the
starter. or the switch contacts
may tie welded together' In

INSTANT START
crRcutrs

Because instant start and
rapid start circuits do not use
starters, there are fewer com-
ponents to cause trouble. Vir-
tually the only thing that goes
wrong with these circuits is that
the lamps fail at normal end of
!ifg, and occasionally ballasts
fail.

To assure starting under high
humidity conditions, instant
start lamps are coated with Dri-
Film.

The ballast open-circuit volt-
age is about three times the
normal lamp voltage. Therefore,
on some ballast designs, these
lamps may start and operate
even when one cathode is com-
pletely de-activated at the end
of normal life. In this condition,
the lamp may spiral violently;
sometimes orange-colored
flashes occur. Such lamps or
any lamps which become quite
black at one end should be re-
placed promptly because there
is little life left. The end of life
spiraling results in abnormally
high peak voltages and ballast
overheating; if the lamp is not
replaced, the ballast may fail.

RAPID START
Completely reliable starting in

rapid start circuits depends on
thir presence of a suitable starL
ing aid. The starting aid is an
electrically grounded metal strip
extending essentially the full
Iength oI the lamp,"connected
so there is a proper potential
difference betweeri it ^and the
high-voltage end of the ballast
circuit. The wiring channel or a
reflector is sufficient; however
the starting aid should be within
an inch of the bulb wall in most
cases.

If, under high humidity con-
ditions, rapid start lamps start
slowly or do not start at
all although the cathodes are
properly heated, this mav be
due to dirt on the lamp which is
off-setting the Dri-Film coating.
In this case, the lamps shouicl
be cleaned.

Satisfactory starting and lamp
life of lamps in rapiil start cii-
cuits depend on proper heatinE
of both - cathodes #hen lampE
start. With heating current at
only one cathode, either the
lamp fails to start or the lamp
starts slowly (about 5 secondsi.
In either case, lamp life is re-
duced drastically.

Heating current at only one

Ropid stort lesler for bipin fixtures, on-
other for Power Groove, High Outpuf ond
All-Weother fixlures. Help locole fixlure
troubles.

FLUORESCENT
DISPOSAL

Since June of 1949, the basic
phosphor used in the manufac-
ture of GE fluorescent lamps
has been an inert phosphate
found to be safe in the ordlnary
handling of either . an intact or
broken lamp; however, as with
any product containing glass
and chemicals, reasonable care
should be observed in the dis-
posal of fluorescent lamps. As
in the case with any fine dust,
excessive inhalation of the phos-
phor dust should be avoide<i.

Since fluorescent lamps are
filled wlth a very low gas pres-
sure (almost a vacuum), im-
,plosions may occur during the
breaking of the lamps. Proper
equipment should be worn bv
the operator to protect the eyes
and skin from Iiying glass. For
this reason too, unbroken lamps
should not be thrown into in-
cinerators or other fires. If
lamps are to be broken, break
them outdoors, or in a well-
ventilated indoor area. The use
of a waste container and local
exhaust ventilation will mini-
mize the dispersed dust and
mercury vapor. Adequate pro-
tection should be taken against
flying glass.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC LARGE LAMP SALES AND DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
(To 0rder Lamps and to obtain Shipping lnlormati0n.
Local Warehouse Stocks maintained at these Poinls)

CITY

ALBAI{Y, N. Y.

ATLAI{TA, GA,
BALTIMOBE, MD.
SOSTON, MASS. .

EUFFALO, il. Y.
CHABTOTTE, I{. C,
cHtcAGo, tLL,
ctt{GtNNATr, oHro .

CLEVETAI{D, OHIO
DALLAS, TEXAS
oEl{vER, colo. .

DETR0tT, MICH,
H0usToN, TEXAS

tNDtAt{APOLIS, tND.
N. KANSAS CtrY, MO.
LOS AI{GELES, CALIF.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MIAMI, FLA.
MTLWAUKEE, WlS, .

MtNNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
IIEW ORLEANS, tA.
ilEW YOBK, l{.Y.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
PORTLAND, ORE.

BlcHMol{D, vA. .

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

sAN FRANCTSCO, CAr.

SALES DISTRICTS
(To Obtain Sales and Technical lnformation)

879 Madison Ave.

120 ottley Drive, N. E. .

l40l Parker Rd.- P.0. Box 7427

50 lndustrial Pl., Newton Upper Falls, lvlass.,

- P.0. Box 257

625 Delaware Ave.
1001 Tuckaseegee Rd.- P.0. Box 2144

550 West Jackson Blvd.
990 Nassau St.
12910 Taft Ave.- P.0. 8ox 2494

6500 Cedar Springs Rd. - P.0. Box 35425

6501 Stapleton Dr., N.

15135 Hamilton Ave.
4219 Richmond Ave.- P.0. Box 22286

2511 - Fl E.46 St. .

535 East l4th Ave.
2747 South Malt Ave.

2011 So. Latham St. - P.0. Box 9335

3655 N. W. 7l St.
8100 West Florist Ave. - P.0. Box 299

500 Stinson Blvd.

25 East Willow St., lVlillburn, N. J.

135 College St.

4800 River Rd.- P.0. Box 10236

219 East 42 St.
Rt. 202 at Expressway, P.0. Box 299

Klng ot Prussia, Pa.

238 W. Carson St.
2800 N.W. Nela St.

1510 Willow Lawn Drive, P.0. Box 8627

1775 W. 1500 South

Fox Plaza, Suite #814

2400 Sixth Ave., South
1530 Fairview Ave.
11101 North 46th St., P.0. Box 16626

ZIP No. Telephone No. ZIP No. Telephone No.

t2208
30324

2t227

02164

14202

28201
60606

45206

441t2
7 5235

80216

48203

77027

46205

64116

90022
38109

33t47

53201

55413

07041

06510

70121
10017

19406

482-3345

875-0921

242-5700
332.6200

471-9050
223-210r

282-7644
487 -2276

434-2211

622-8081

429-6930
988-7351

856-0800

875-0921

242-5700

332-6200

883-7381
376-6585

332-47 t2
961-4343
266-4264

351-3725

388-4611

883-0200
623-6250

547-5511

47 t-0t23
723-2541

948-2646
693-381 I
462-3860

331-4050

376.9000

562-9828

835-6421

750-2000
688-5900

Buffalo Distr. Ctr., 98 Hydraulic St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14210

120 ottley Drive, N. E- - P.0. Box 13917 30324

l40l Parker Rd.- P.0. Box 7427 21227

50 lndustrial Place, Newton Upper Falls, Mass. 02164

- P.0. Box 257

98 Hydraulic St. 14210

1001 Tuckaseegee Rd.- P.0. Box 2144 28201

4201 So. Pulaski Rd. 60632

49 Central Ave. 45202

12910 Tatt Ave.- P.0. Bo\ 2422 44112

6500 Cedar Springs Rd.- P.0. Box 35425 75235
6501 Stapleton Dr., N. 80216

15135 Hamilton Ave. . 48203

5534 Armour Dr.- P.0. Box 18265 77023
Cincinnati Distr. Ctr.,49 Central Ave., Cincinnati, 0. 45202

535 East l4th Ave. 64116

2747 South Malt Ave. 90022
2021 So. Lalham St. 38109

3655 N. W.7l St. 33147

8100 Wesl Florist Ave.-P.o. Box 299 53201

500 Stinson Blvd. 55413

133 Boyd St. 07103

N.Y. Distr. Ctr-,75-ll Woodhaven Blvd., Glendale, N.Y. 11227

4800 River Rd.- P.0. Box 10236 70121
75-ll Woodhaven Blvd., Glendale, N.Y. 11227

Rt. 202 at Expressway, P.0. Box 299 . 19406
King of Prussia, Pa.

238 W. Carson St. 15219

2800 N.W. Nela St. 9721Q

Baltimore Dislr. Ctr., P.0. Box 7427, Baltimore, Md. 21227

1775 W. 1500 South 84104

0akland Distr.Ctr.,999-98thAve., P.0. Box6247 94603
0akland, Calif.

2400 Sixth Ave., South 98134

1530 Fairview Ave. 63132

lll0i North 46th St., P.0. Box 16626 33617

856-0800

376.6585
254-6161

421-6810

266.4404

351-3725

388-461 I
883-0200

67 5-2248

421 -6810

47 t-0t23
723-254t
948"2642
693-38 I I
462-3860

331-4050

824-5200

896-6000

835-6421

896-6000

688-5900

15219

97210

23226

84104

94102

471-9050

223-2t01

242-5700
487 -2276

569-3422

622-8081

429-6930

988-7351

SEATTLE, WASH.
sT. LOUTS, MO.
TAMPA, FLA..

TP-1 1 1
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98134

63132

336r7

ln addltion to the Sales District Headquarters cities listed above, GE Lamp Salesmen are resident
in 100 other cities. Consult your ielephone directory under General Eleckic Company Lamp Division.

General Offices: Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44L12


